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IMPORTANT

. YOU
are the pistol's most Important
safety device.
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READ this manual before operating
your pistol.
REMEMBERz a gun Is always aimed
at somethlngl
so keep It pointed safely.
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SAFETY

NOTICES

ChinaSports/NORINCO shall not be responsible In any manner
whatsoever for the physkallnjwy or property damage resulting from the
use, misuse, criminal, negligent or careless handling of any of Its firearms.
Also, ChinaSports/NORINCO Is not responsible for InjUIYor damage
caused by firearm modification, hand-loaded or reloaded ammunition or
damage or neglect.
You are responsible for the care and use of this firearm.
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Wear EYEand EAR PROfECIlON when shooting or when In the area
of gunfire.
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Point your pistol in a safe direction. Make sure your finger is out
of the trigger guard.
2. Remove the magazine by pressing the release button.
3. Grip the slide with your non-shooting hand and retract the slide
rearward 'til it stops.
4. Push up on the slide stop 'til the slide is held by the stop. Now
check the chamber to be assured the gun is unloaded.
1.

Always unload any firearm before handling or handing it to someone else.

"'N

FIELD

STRIPPING
Press magazine catch and remove magazine.
A CARTRIDGE.MAYSllLL BE IN mE CHAMBER!
Draw back slide and be sure you can see light
coming through the barrel to the ejection port
to prove Ifs empty.
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RlMOVE ALL AMMO
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2 Align slide's Disassembly Notch with Slide
Stop. Wrapping left hand around and under
front of slide as shown, remove slide stop by
first pressing Its protruding pin from the right
sIde of the receiver and then pulling It out from
the left.
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SUDI STOP

RlMOVE

Keeping left hand firmly around slide (to
prevent recoil spring from flying out), ease
slide forward off frame. Gradually release grip
and pick out Recoil Spring, with Its Guide,
from frame.
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RlMOVE SUDI

&.. SPRING
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Barrel bushing, now released from pressure,
moves rorward and rotates dockwlse to release
the Recoil Spring Plug. Barrel bushing then
rotates back counter dockwlse to allow Barrel
and Bushing to be pulled out the front Of the
slide. (Swing barrel link forward on its pin to
pass It through slide)
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Nor DRY FIREIN THIS CONDmON
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RlMOVIEXTRAC OR

5 U.ng a pendl,

""', makh, et<, p"'" "ring Pin

in agaJnst Its own spring, and slide Aring Pin
Stop down out of Its grooves. Ease out Aring

~
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I

~.
R'

6 =n=tI~

~ "ring PinSrop

and pry Extractor out to the rear.

Ii

Any further disassembly constitutes alteration and may void your warranty.

REASSEMBLY
t

I

I~

Reinsert barrel by pushing through muzzle end of slide.

2 Ifyou have removed recoil spring guide fi'om spring. twist it back in (using
a counter dockwIse motion to open the coils a bit).
3

Reinsert recoil spring and Its guide into slide from rear. Concave edge of
guide curves around barrel.

4

Fit receiver rails Into slide grooves and run the receiver forward far enough
to align holes for slide stop.

5

Reinsert slide stop. tipping pistol back and forth 'til barrel link.swings into
position for slide stop pin to go through It. Snap past spring-loaded
plunger tube.

6 Twist recoil spring plug onto recoil spring and compress and lock with
barrel bushing.

7 I Cycle slide (pull back smartly and release.)

CARE

~

CLEANING

To keep your pistol in good operating condition. It Is Important to dean it
after firing.
Wear eye protection when deanlng or disassembling

a gun.

Be CERTAINthe gun is UNLOADED before deaning or working on It.
1. Unload the pistol.
2 Follow the disassembly Instructions for field stripping the pistol down to its
major components.
3. Using a bronze brush on a deaning rod and bore solvent such as "Shooters
Choice". swab the barrel several times.
4. Using a cby dean doth patch. swab the barrel.
5. Repeat 'til the barrel is dean.
6. Ughtly 011the barrel bore and outside.
7. Wipe off ail of the surfaces of the frame. slide and recoil spring. removing
powder residue and carbon.
8. Wipe the slide. frame etc. with 00 to assure lubrication and rust protection.
NO'II: Never leave patches or anything in the barrel. Such things can
encourage rust. Plus if the gun Is fired with a patch in the barrel. the gun can
blow up causing Injury to the shooter and bystanders.
When storing your pistol It is important to keep the pistol In a cool cby place
out of the reach of children.
When there is any problem with your pistol or on an annual basis, have It
checked by a competent gunsmith.

LOADING

~

~

FIRING

AMMUNITION

Use only the caliber marked on the slide of your pistol. Never use other
calibers. Use only quality factory manufactu'ed ammuntlon. The use of reloads,
hand loads, or other non-standard ammll1ltlon voids aD warranties.

USE ONLY QUALfTY MAGS

""---

LOADING THE MAGAZINE.

Release the magazine by pressing the mag
catch. (Magazine may eject forcefully or may
need to be withdrawn by hand.)
Hold magazine and a cartridge as shown. Use
the cartridge to depress the spring-loaded
mag follower far enough down to let the
cartridge slide back under the magazine's
~urved lips. (ArTydamage to these lips may
result in a mis-feed or jam.)
Push the next cartridge down against the 1st
one to further depress the mag. follower. The
standard magazine holds 7 roW1ds.

Pointing the gun in a safe direction, insert the
loaded magazine with the bullets pointing
toward the muzzJe. Press firmly enough that
the magazine locks into piace with a click.
Stili pointing the gun In a safe direction, cycle
the slide: pull the slide all the way back by its
finger grooves and release It. As the slide Is
drawn back, the recoil spring compresses, the
harrvner cocks, and the magazine spring
pushes the top cartridge \4> In line with the
chamber. When the slide Is released, the recoil
spring drives forward, the cartridge moves into
the firing chamber, and the barrel pivots up on
Its link.
This gm Is now LOADED and COCKED with Its SAfETY OFF
squeeze the trlgger and ITWILL FIRE.

-

When the last shot has been fired, the slide
locks open. Press down on slide stop to release
the slide again.
To fire the gun, point the gun safely, grip it
securely and disengage the thumb safety.
Align the sights with the target and squeeze
the trlgger. Ifyou are not familiar with firearms
seek the aid of a competent instructor.

NlALFUNCTIONS
Proper care and an annuallnspedlon
of your gun by a competent
gunsmith wiD greatly reduce the likelihood of any malfunctions.
Proper care Includes: . Using correct, high quality ammunition
Watching for worn parts ap:I replacing them early
. MaIntaining deanJiness
Not over-lubricating

~

.
.

Major malfunctions (resulting In the destruction of the firearm, other property,
persons, yourself...) result from too-hlgh pressure In the firing chamber or barrel.
Such pressures can be caused by:
. Obstructions
. Propellant powder overloads
Incorrect cartridges

..

Defective

cartridges

STOP DRING IMMEDIATEl.YAND UNlOAD If:
A cartridge misfires/does not go off
(walt 30 seconds to unload)
A shot sounds weak or abnormal
. A fired case jams (In the ejection port or chamber)
. The slide doesn't dose properly
. You feel resistance In chambering a round

.
.

-

Ifyou have a bullet stuck In the barrel
DONor A1TIMPT
TOSHOOTITour
with another bullet or blank. It may blow up.
If the bullet cannot be removed simply by tapping It with a deaning roo,
take the firearm to a competent gunsmith.

-

If no round fed Into the chamber
Magazine
Magazine
. Magazine

.
.

CHECKTO SEEIF:
has not seated fully
has deformed IIp(s)
has dirt In It

DO NOT OIL CAR1RIDGES. WIPE our CHAMBER.
Oiling the cartridges or chamber creates a dangerous
pressure.

c.oncIition with excessive

USE LUBRICANTSSPARINGLYON RREARM'S MOVING PARTS.
Lubricants (especially aerosols) can penetrate primers and even migrate into
cases. If the primer alone Ignites, the bullet Is likely to Icx:lge In the barrel.

.8

SAFETY

RULES

1. Treat all firearms (Indudlng this one) as If they are loaded all
the time.
2. Always examine a firearm when you pick It up to assure that It Is
unloaded.
3. Always keep the muzzle of the gun pointed In a safe direction.
4. Always keep the safety on until ready to shoot.
5. Unload guns when not In use and store in a safe manneraway from children and those not experienced with firearms.
6. Always open the action of a gun when handing It to another and
remember to point the muzzle In a safe direction.
7. Never dlmb a tree. or Jump a fence or other obstade without
unloading first.
8. 'Be sure of your target before firing. Signs and trees are poor
targets and this shooting Is unsportsmanlike.
9. Be sure of your back stop. The 45 ACP bullet will go 1600 yards.
Never shoot rocks or water as these surfaces can ricochet.
10. Drinking and drugs DO NOT go with shooting.
11. Know your gun and ammunition. Check the barrel for
obstructions and be sure to use the proper ammunition for your
gun. Your pistol Is marked on the slide as to the caliber but It's
important to check the actual barrel for caliber.
12. Don't cany the 191 1 pistol with a round In the chamber and the
hammer on the 1/2 cock notch, this Is unsafe. Ifthe pistol falls on
the hammer with It In 1/2 cock notch. the pistol may fire.
13. To unload your semi auto pistol. It Is necessaJY to remove the
magazine first. Check the chamber to be sure It Is unloaded, too.
14. Keep y~ur pistol pointed down range If It falls to fire because a
delayed Ignition may stili occur. Walt 30 seconds before dearing
the pistol.
15. Practice handling your pistol unloaded.
16. Wear safety glasses and hearing protection during firing.
17. Ifyou are unfamiliar with Arearms. ChlnaSports recommends that
you seek Instructions from a quallfied Instructor In the safe
handling of firearms:
18. Remember all guns are to be treated as If they are loaded so
NEVERpoint a gun at anything you don't Intend to shoot.

